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1. More models

To further validate the effectiveness and general use of
BIVDiff, we introduce more diffusion models into our pro-
posed BIVDiff framework.
Additional Video Model. In addition to VidRD [3], we use
another video diffusion foundation model ZeroScope [1] as
our VDM to perform video temporal smoothing. Specifi-
cally, we perform controllable video generation with Con-
trolNet [7] conditioned on depth maps, canny edge maps
and human pose sequence, and video editing task with In-
struct Pix2Pix [2]. As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the gener-
ated videos keep temporal consistency well, demonstrating
the flexity of model selections and general use of our BIVD-
iff framework.
Additional Image Model. We choose another popular
controllable image generation model T2I-Adapter [5] as
our IDM for controllable video generation, conditioned on
depth maps. As shown in Fig. 3, the generated videos keep
temporal consistency well and are consistent with the given
controls, demonstrating the flexity of model selections and
general use of our BIVDiff framework.

2. Effects of Video Temporal Smoothing

In Fig. 4, we show several cases to compare using image
diffusion models (IDM) for frame-wise generation and our
proposed BIVDiff which bridges image and video diffu-
sion models, to validate the effectiveness of video temporal
smoothing provided by VDM. Using IDM only produces
temporally inconsistent videos for lacking temporal model-
ing. By bridging task-specific image models and video dif-
fusion foundation models, we can produce temporally co-
herent videos (e.g., consistent appearance and structure of
foreground objects and background across frames), while
performing the target task well (e.g., well-matched with
given controls for controllable video generation, and keep-
ing good fidelity for video editing).

3. User Study Details

Following Dreamix [4], we invite 25 human raters work-
ing on AI, arts and other areas, to rate videos by quality,
alignment, and fidelity on a scale of 1 − 5 (1 is the lowest
score and 5 is the highest score). The explanations of these
metrics are as follows:

1. Quality: Rate the overall visual quality and smoothness
of the edited video.

2. Alignment: How well does the edited video match the
textual edit description provided?

3. Fidelity: How well does the edited video preserve
unedited details of the original video?

For quantitative comparisons, we perform user study on
DAVIS dataset in LOVEU-TGVE Benchmark [6], which
consists of 16 videos and with 4 prompts per video. For
ablation studies, we evaluate bridging strategies on four
model pairs (ContorlNet and InstructPix2Pix as IDMs, and
VidRD and ZeroScope as VDMs) with 10 videos and 16
text prompts. For mixing ratio, we use 8 videos, and test
four IDMs (VidRD as VDM) with 5 prompts for each IDM.

4. Limitations

Fig. 5 shows a failure case of our method, where the edited
video is inconsistent with the input video (i.e., low fidelity).
This is due to the wrong editing results of Instruct Pix2Pix.
When the results of frame-wise video generation with only
image models are far away from expectations, our method
may produce unsatisfied results. Luckily, due to the flexible
image model selection brought by decoupling image and
video models in our framework, we can tackle this prob-
lem by simply choosing another image diffusion model to
generate correct results.
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Canny: A bear walking through a snow mountain.

Depth: A brown spotted cow is walking in heavy rain.

Pose: Iron Man moonwalks in the desert.

Figure 1. Qualitative results of our proposed BIVDiff on controllable video generation task, conditioned on depth maps, canny edges and
human pose sequence. We choose ControlNet [7] as our image diffusion model and ZeroScope as our video diffusion model.
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Replace the man with a little boy.

Make it minecraft style.

Figure 2. Qualitative results of our proposed BIVDiff on video editing task. We choose Instruct Pix2Pix [2] and ZeroScope as our video
diffusion model.

Iron Man moonwalks on the beach.A red car moves in front of buildings.

Figure 3. Qualitative results of our proposed BIVDiff on controllable video generation task, conditioned on depth maps. We choose T2I-
Adapter [5] as our image diffusion model and VidRD [3] as our video diffusion model.
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Figure 4. Effects of Video Temporal Smoothing. We compare IDM (using image models only) and our proposed BIVDiff (bridging
image and video models), to validate the effectiveness of temporal smoothing power brought by VDM.
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Figure 5. A failure case of video editing. Our method may produce unsatisfied results when the results get by frame-wise video generation
with only image models are far away from expectations.


